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II. Introduction
“Initiation is the moment when the principles of Tau Beta Pi shine most brightly; follow
them and your chapter will flourish…”
Derek Trumbo, COB President 2003

This document is meant to aid the chapter president and others of Tau Beta Pi Colorado
Beta with his or her most important job: initiating new members into TBP. It is designed
as a step-by-step procedure to see you through the entire process. The process is broken
down into major categories and ordered in a roughly linear fashion.
It goes without saying that this document, as any other, should not be followed blindly. It
must serve as a resource, but not scripture. Deviations will have to be made. At all times,
the responsible party should know what is trying to be accomplished and why. The
following is a rough outline of initiation-related responsibilities/goals:
The initiates should
1) complete the process without unnecessary hassle and in a timely manner
2) get a good understanding of TBP, what it stands for, and why it exists
3) have a positive experience that encourages active participation
The chapter should
1) acquire new members that are motivated
2) examine ways to make the initiation process more effective
3) grow and change to reflect the changing makeup and interests of the members
The chapter officers should
1) get to know and understand the candidates
2) seize the opportunity to find and accomplish chapter projects
3) build a productive working relationship with every member of the initiation team
And now a word of advice and caution: Planning and attention to detail is the key to make
this process enjoyable for you, for the other officers involved, and for the initiates. This is
an important and demanding task, but rewarding as well: initiates see our society entirely
through your interactions with them. If you show them competence, trustworthiness, and
efficiency, then you will lead the chapter to success.
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III. Advanced Planning
A date and time for each and every meeting to be held must be decided upon by the
President and initiation coordinator (typically the vice president). The deadlines for
initiation reports are assessed, and resources for the semester are secured. Remember,
planning is always the most important step.

A. Officer Meeting and First General Meeting
It is generally advisable for the president to call an officer meeting before or during the
first week of the semester. If it is too early, people will not yet be in town. The meeting
can be held at a restaurant.
The point of the meeting is to reacquaint the officers with each other and discuss the general
focus of the chapter for the semester. It is also a nice preliminary ‘thank you’ for doing
the work during the upcoming semester. Lastly, it is a chance to set a date and time for the
first general meeting (or barbeque or picnic) during the first week of the semester. A
general meeting or picnic or barbeque during the first week of the semester has many
benefits, including that people are not yet busy and it gives people the reminder of what
TBP is and what we do.

B. Plan Semester
In a face-to-face meeting during the first week of the semester, the chapter president and
vice president meet to decide the date and time of every meeting held during the semester
(including both initiation related meetings and general meetings). Hopefully, the first
general meeting was planned at the officer meeting already.
The president and vice president should already have completely read through this
document and have a good idea of what each meeting and deadline is and what is required
to accomplish it. If possible, a chapter advisor or someone else with prior experience with
this would be a welcome addition to this meeting.
B.1
Before the Meeting (President)
Print out the CU academic calendar so that the breaks and holidays are easily available.
Find and bring the deadline of all requirements (reports, etc) due to nationals for the
semester, found online at the TBP website: http://www.tbp.org/Chapters/index.cfm. The
chapter should attempt to avoid scheduling meetings at the same time as evening tests
common for juniors/seniors (Physics III, etc). Lastly, bring the dates of the TBP National
Convention (if fall) or the TBP District Convention (if spring).
B.2
Calendar
The following calendar is a great plan for initiation. This sample calendar on the next page
shows the general progression of initiation events. A calendar similar to this one should
be produced during this planning meeting.
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This sample calendar includes some important benefits that are worth pointing out. The
bulk of the work (both chapter and initiate) is grouped in the middle of the semester, which
is a far less busy time than the end of the semester. Chapters who hold initiations at the
end of the semester lose many initiates who are simply too busy (remember that scheduling
farther away from final exams and final projects is better). In addition, an early initiation
allows for an early officer election which let outgoing officers train the incoming ones.
From the point of view of the initiates, it is easier to keep TBP in mind if the initiation
schedule is not drawn out. A total of about 3 weeks between information (orientation)
session and the initiation ceremony is enough time to easily get all the requirements done
but not so long as to forget or get too busy.
General meetings, which are not addressed in the sample calendar, should be scheduled at
this meeting as well. A long series of trial-and-error have found that holding general
meetings every three weeks is good. Two weeks seem a little too often, but four weeks
seems much too long. It is best if meetings are not held on the same day of the week every
time. If the meeting day floats Monday through Thursday, almost every member can make
at least one meeting a semester, which is preferable to having the same people every time.
Because of the class schedule and availability of rooms, these are generally held sometime
between 6 – 8pm.
B.3

Timeline

Plan Meetings
Plan each and every meeting held this semester. Complete during the first week.
Acquire Eligibility List
Unfortunately, all initiation related activities start with this one item whose arrival is often
unpredictable. At times, there was no possibility of getting this before the fourth week of
classes but lately we get it the second week. Give yourself a week of slack time (as in the
sample calendar) in case the list is late.
For our chapter, the Faculty Advisor is the only one who can request and receive the
eligibility list form the Dean’s office.
Report of Eligibility
The due date of this is set by HQ, listed online. It is alright to ask for an extension from
HQ for this report, and usually our chapter has to (because other schools get their lists much
earlier). So, set the deadline for completion of this report after the list is expected to be
obtained, regardless of what the HQ due date is. Just remember to ask for extensions!
Since only the Faculty Advisor can see the names of eligible students, they are responsible
for filling out the Report of Eligibility.

Information (Orientation) Sessions
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This probably needs to happen after the Report of Eligibility is completed in order to access
the student emails (and remove the names of those who are already members). These
meetings should be held as soon as possible. Due to the predominance of M/W/F and T/Th
classes, it is almost always necessary to hold two orientation sessions, one on either
Monday or Wednesday, and the other on Tuesday or Thursday. Usually evenings between
6 and 7pm work best.
Candidate Interviews
These interviews are held in our chapter office, so room reservations are not needed. They
are usually held during the four or five weekdays immediately after the orientation session.
The times are arranged between the particular interviewers and candidates, so all that is
required now is to choose the dates.
Vote to Elect Candidates to Membership/Report of Election
This needs to be done after the candidates have all been interviewed, preferably within a
week of the completion of interviews. The vote must be put to a quorum of the active
members of the chapter, which means either voting by e-mail or in a general meeting.
According to HQ, the vote should be the final step towards initiation (but in practice our
chapter usually has creativity and/or community service projects ongoing during this time).
When the vote is complete the results must be sent to the Faculty Advisor in order to
complete phase 1 of the Report of Election. For phase 2, the Faculty Advisor uses the TBP
Online System to send an email “catalog card” to all the electees. Only when all electees
submit the catalog card can the Faculty Member finally submit the Report of Eligibility.
All this must be completed 2 weeks before initiation.
Creativity Projects
Creativity projects usually occur in one of the larger classrooms in the engineering center,
preferably ECCR 265. It is held in the evening, usually the 8th week or so. Some presidents
hold two meetings, one on either Monday or Wednesday and the other on either Tuesday
or Thursday. Please note that a last minute make-up creativity project meetings is usually
scheduled an hour before the Initiation Ceremony, but this information is only given out as
necessary.
Community Service Projects
These events should probably not be specifically scheduled at this meeting. There really
is not a particular date for this, it is more like a period. The period for completing the
community service projects is between candidate interviews and the initiation ceremony.
Let the community service coordinator (or whoever is organizing the events) know the
dates so that he or she can begin scheduling projects right away.
Initiation Ceremony/Banquet
This is the big deadline. It is usually scheduled the Sunday of the 9th, 10th, or 11th week of
class, keeping in mind that being further away from finals is generally better. Also, keep
in mind that this is probably near the spring or fall break, and should never be scheduled
during the break. The candidates must complete the community service and creativity
projects by this date, so schedule this to allow them to do so. Lastly, the initiation cannot
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proceed without the Report of Election being successfully submitted, and the initiation of
each new member authorized by HQ. The Chapter Advisor will shut down the initiation if
this is not the case. It is common to schedule a makeup creativity project meeting an hour
before the initiation. The ceremony itself is held in ECCR 265. The ceremony begins with
the initiates meeting at about 5pm in the EC Lobby (at least 7 officers need to be present,
and meet an hour and a half before the ceremony to setup and practice). The banquet starts
after the ceremony finishes.
Optional Make-Up Initiation
This is an optional initiation for anyone who could not show up for the real one. It is a
small affair, usually only three officers or so, and can be held in a small classroom in the
evening. This must be approved in advance by HQ. It should be scheduled within a couple
of days after the real initiation. No banquet is provided.
Report of Final Action
The Report of Final Action is due within a couple of days of the initiation (or make-up
initiation). Look up the specific date and schedule it as the deadline. In addition, a copy
of the applicable rollbook page(s) must be mailed or scanned and emailed to HQ. A check
for the new member fees must be sent in as well.
Officer Election Meeting
If the most important job of the chapter and particularly the President is initiating new
members, then the second most important job is electing new officers for next year. The
officer election meeting needs to occur every semester that an officer position needs to be
filled. This meeting should be scheduled after the initiation ceremony, but not too late in
the semester to conflict with everyone’s busy schedules. A bonus to holding near (but
always after) the Initiation is that fresh, new, excited initiates get to become officers. This
meeting is not covered further in this document. Although it often is held as a regular
general meeting in the Engineering Center, this makes for a great excuse to have a party at
someone’s apartment or house. If it is planned well in advance, even a chapter advisor
might be willing to host it.
General Meetings
Schedule as appropriate, usually avoiding obvious conflicts like school breaks, large
evening exams, etc.
Engineering Future (EF) Sessions
It would be nice to schedule a couple of EF sessions every semester. If they are scheduled
around initiation activities, they can be advertised to the new initiates or new members.
Usually the sessions are held Saturday mornings around 9-1pm in Benson (Earth Sciences
building) 185 because it is a big room and the desks can be moved out of the way. The
sessions are scheduled through nationals. If you request dates and times early, then you
are more likely to get your requests. These can be scheduled over the phone or online at:
http://www.tbp.org/pages/WhatWeDo/EFSession.cfm
B.4

Action Items
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This is a list of actions that must be completed within the first week. Some relate to
initiation and others relate to normal chapter operations.
Schedule all rooms. This includes the rooms for all general meetings, EF sessions,
information sessions, creativity projects, initiation ceremony. Generally, we are a big
enough organization that we request ECCR 105 (preferred), ECCR 150(preferred), ECCR
200, ECCR 245, or ECCR 265. Initiation ceremony requires ECCR 265. EF sessions get
Benson 185. The rooms are scheduled through CU Scheduling Office. To request a whole
bunch of rooms at once, it is advisable to visit their office in the UMC.
Post Schedule on Website. Contact the party responsible for the chapter website and have
them post the full schedule for the semester on the website. This includes all general
meetings, the information sessions, the interview dates, the creativity projects meetings,
the initiation sessions, and EF sessions. If you know the rooms and times already, make
sure it is posted. If not, let them know that you will send this information to them as soon
as possible. It is also good to bring handouts of the schedule to the next General Meeting.
Candidate Info Website. On the webpage for candidates, review every line and make sure
it is correct. Get the responsible party to make any necessary changes.
Keys. Get the key to access the TBP office, if not already so. Get keys to access the smart
rooms ECCR 200, ECCR 245, and ECCR 265. The president must go get them from ITS,
which is located on the first floor of the Telecomm Center building (near the UMC).
Location: http://www.colorado.edu/its/support/helpcenters.html
Keys for ECCR 105, ECCR 150, and Benson 185 would be nice also.
Order Materials. Go through the TBP office and find out what we have. The paper
materials are usually found in the file cabinet or desk drawer. Any stoles are kept in the
desk. Flat casted bents are usually in a heavy cardboard box on the book shelf. Materials
required each semester need to be replenished.
Order them at:
http://www.tbp.org/Chapters/Resources/OtherResources/MaterialsOrder.cfm
It is good to have on hand the following materials:
40
40
40
40
40
5

Dispenser
Bookmark
Of each brochure available
flat casted bent
creed cards
graduation stole
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IV. Report of Eligibility
In recent times as the University has become more concerned with student privacy, the
responsibility for this report has transitioned from the undergraduate officers to the Faculty
Advisor.
The chapter falls short of the TBP standards in regards to the Report of Eligibility. The
most glaring way is that we rely on the University to determine junior/senior status, when
we really should check the class schedule of each student to determine if they are actually
taking junior/senior-level engineering classes (high school credit, transfer credit, previous
degrees pursued/attained all inflate a student’s junior/senior standing). In an ideal world,
and a good goal for the future, would be to more closely align the chapter with the TBP
ideals.
This section is meant to aid the chapter’s Faculty Advisor with the required Report of
Eligibility. It is designed as a step-by-step procedure to see you through the entire process.
It goes without saying that this should not be followed blindly. At all times, the responsible
party should know what is trying to be accomplished and why. No doubt this document
will need updating from time to time, and this falls on your shoulders to do.
This being said, the process really isn’t all that daunting. The problem is that it is checked
automatically by computer, so no fudging is allowed. Attention to detail is the key. Please
keep in mind that the Online System is relatively new, and presidents for more than a
hundred years (up to the late 1990’s) were required to write all of this by hand, in triplicate!
Now don’t you feel better?

A.

Required Preparation

This section should be completed by the third week of each semester.
Each semester, you will contact the Assistant Dean of Student Services of the Engineering
College to request the list of eligible students. As preparation, find out the name and email
of this Dean.
In addition, it would be good to look up when this report is due (it varies between chapters).
Note: when the due date is nearby, a TBP email reminder will appear.
Check that you have access to the Online System: http://www.tbp.org/tbpelig/Index.cfm

B.

Obtain List and Statistics

As of this writing (2016), the list is considered extremely sensitive by the Dean’s office
and they will not give it to anyone except a faculty member. The faculty member must not
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show it to anyone else and must destroy it when they are finished. Request the list at the
start of the 2nd week of classes. Here is a sample email explaining exactly what we want:
I would like to request the Registrar’s list that Tau Beta Pi uses to contact students
eligible to join our honor society. As in previous years, I would like a list of names,
academic year, major, and email address for those students (all Engineering
undergraduates excluding APPM and TMEN majors) who are in the top 1/8 of the
junior class or the top 1/5 of the senior class (including 5th year seniors). The list
will be seen and handled only by faculty, and it will be permanently deleted after
use. I will also use BCC to email the students in order to maintain confidentiality.

C.

Explanation of List

The list is to be destroyed after use. The student’s major is classified by the following
abbreviations:
 AMEN
Applied Mathematics (must be excluded)
 AREN
Architectural Engineering
 ASEN
Aerospace Engineering
 CHEN
Chemical Engineering
 CSAP
Applied Computer Science (must be excluded)
 CSEN
Computer Science
 CBEN
Chemical and Biological Engineering
 CVEN
Civil Engineering
 ECEN
Electrical & Computer Engineering
 EEEN
Electrical Engineering
 EPEN
Engineering Physics
 EVEN
Environmental Engineering
 GEEN
General Engineering Plus
 MCEN
Mechanical Engineering
 TMEN
Technology, Arts, and Media (must be excluded)
 XXEN
Open Option Engineering (must be excluded)
The list no longer explicitly shows which students have double majors. It is possible that
eligible students with double majors are being inadvertently excluded if the listed major is
ineligible but the other (unspecified) major is eligible.

D.

Get List of Current Members

Logon to the TBP Online System and download the TBP Spreadsheet which will come
populated with a list of current members (‘membership’ button, ‘eligibility’ button,
‘download spreadsheet’ button.
This is the spreadsheet that you will build on and eventually submit. If Microsoft Excel
asks to enable content, choose ‘yes’. Verify that the spreadsheet is pre-populated with
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names (these are current members of the chapter). Read the instructions tab. Remember:
do not change the formatting in any way!

E.

Deal with Current Members

Go through each current member listed in the TBP list. They will fall into one of the
following categories:
 Listed on Dean’s list– Delete from Dean’s eligibility list and do not change the TBP
list entry. The junior/senior standing may or may not match between the two lists
– but do not change the TBP list entry.
 Not listed on Dean’s list – Remove from TBP spreadsheet (first delete ‘M’ from
the member column then erase the row text – do not delete the row just erase text).
Student has graduated, is no longer enrolled, or grades have fallen beneath the
cutoff.

F.

Remove Ineligible Majors

Browse the Dean’s list for ineligible majors. Allowed majors are shown in the pull-down
list from the TBP spreadsheet’s ‘Curriculum’ column.
Save a copy of the Dean’s list at this point. The list now contains all the eligible nonmembers, and is an easy place to get their email addresses.

G.

Transfer Eligible Names and Email Addresses

Copy and paste last, middle, and first names and email addresses from Dean’s list into the
TBP spreadsheet one column at a time. Note: last/first names columns are reversed.
1. Use ‘Paste Special’->’text’ or ‘values’ in order to preserve the original formatting.
2. Complete all the seniors first, then mark all as seniors with a graduation date of
May of the current school year.
3. Complete all juniors next, and mark them as juniors with a graduation date of May
of the next school year.

H.

Fill out Curriculum Column

The TBP list is very particular about what entries can be made (it is a pull-down menu).
Rather than using the pull-down menu for every candidate, an alternative is presented
below:
1. Copy the major’s column from the Dean’s list to a new tab or spreadsheet.
2. Use ‘replace all’ to change the major’s acronym to the associated phrase expected
by the TBP spreadsheet (see pull-down menu for exact spelling and capitalization).
For example, CSEN is replaced with “Computer science”. Once all majors have
been replaced, check the list for discrepancies.
3. Now the newly created list can be copied to the curriculum column of the TBP
spreadsheet. The TBP spreadsheet will display an error for misspellings and the
like.
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I.

Fill in Top of Spreadsheet

Fill in the top of the spreadsheet.
 Chapter/Semester/Year: Self explanatory
 Total # Seniors/Juniors: Count up the total number of juniors and seniors in the
TBP spreadsheet (including members). This is the number you need to get to show
up in the “Eligible Seniors/Juniors” cell. Enter numbers in the “Total # of
Juniors/Seniors” until the correct numbers come up as eligible (roughly 5 X number
of seniors; roughly 8 X number of juniors)
 Set of electee materials: 0
 Flat bent castings: 0
 Paperweight castings: 0

J.

Final Submission

The Spreadsheet is complete, and ready to send in. Save the file as the required filename,
and email. These instructions may be found in the spreadsheet too.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Name the file using chapter and semester as in these examples with our chapter
(COB) name:
Fall 05:
COBF05.xls
Spring 04:
COBS04.xls
Email the file as an attachment to eligibility@tbp.org
An email will be generated shortly to let you know if any problems occurred. If errors
are generated regarding a small difference in the required versus entered number of
Juniors/Seniors, recheck the class rank of current members.
When all errors have been eliminated, logon to the Online System again and go to
the Eligibility Menu (‘Membership’ -> ‘Eligibility’). With the correct semester
highlighted on the left-hand panel, click ‘Eligibility Report’. Enter the expected
initiation date (and looks like you need to re-enter the Sets of Electees’ Materials).
Press ‘update’, ‘Eligibility Menu’, then ‘Submit Report of Eligibility’. If a screen
appears showing errors, these errors will need to be corrected. Otherwise, go through
the pages until the report is submitted. When you return to the Eligibility Menu, the
applicable semester should now say ‘submitted’. At this point, an email confirmation
will be sent to the chapter president, recording secretary, and chief advisor(s).
Destroy list. Use a shredder for hardcopies.
Remind the chapter officers to check on the number of unpolished bents and have
them order more if necessary.
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V. Contact Candidates
Before you can complete this step, the chapter officers must reserve rooms for the
orientation session AND send the dates, times, and rooms to you.
Now that the Report of Eligibility is completed, it is time to contact those eligible
candidates. Usually this is done by email, about a week before the orientation session.
Letters to permanent addresses are successfully used by other chapters, but this chapter has
not done so in a while (addresses are often out of date, goes to permanent address so it sits
in a pile at the parents house, expensive and time consuming). Some other chapters have
the Dean send out a letter (or email), which we may want to pursue in the future (an
example letter is included at the end of this section, stationary available from HQ).
Now that the Dean’s office provides emails, a lot of work is already done for you. It is
recommended that an email is sent to each and every candidate listed inviting them to the
orientation session, and a few reminder emails on the eve of the session.
Depending on the email system, it is usually necessary to format the list of emails. For
Microsoft Outlook, I copy the column holding emails (both seniors and juniors) to a new
text document and select paste special -> text only to get rid of the formatting. I then
replace all from ‘@Colorado.EDU’ to ‘@colorado.edu;’ in order to append the semi-colon
delimiter (other email systems use commas instead). Store this list somewhere so you can
easily send multiple emails to everyone.
After that is done, I copy and paste them into the email’s BCC line. Some thoughts to
consider:
 Consider sending more personalized emails to the Juniors
 Can your email system handle sending this many emails at once, or does it need to
be broken up? I never know so I break it up into about 4 chunks.
 Be absolutely sure to use the BCC line – for privacy reasons, the University requires
that students must not know which other students are being invited.
 Add your own email to the very bottom of each email sent – if the email doesn’t
show up in your inbox you know there was a problem. Also add the president, vice
president, and chief advisor so they know when it goes out.
The email should include:

Date

Dear Honor Student (or similar)

considered for membership in Tau Beta Pi

note that you must be a current student at CU

a little about TBP, a little about our chapter

time, date, and place of all the orientation sessions (food included)

national and chapter web address

Contact information for President and Initiation Lead (Vice President)

Spell check and proofread
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Make sure that the email addresses are on the BCC (blank carbon copy) line. I recommend
sending from an email account with colorado.edu in the name – it is less likely to be treated
as spam by the students. An example email follows:
Dear Honor Student,
Your excellent academic performance means that you are eligible to join the local
chapter of the National Engineering Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi. In addition to
receiving formal recognition for your scholastic achievement and being a good
addition to your resume, Tau Beta Pi offers a multitude of professional
development sessions, community service opportunities, scholarships, and social
activities. The eligibility cutoff is the top 1/8 of juniors and top 1/5 of seniors.
Please join us for a short informational meeting where we’ll discuss what our
organization does and the process towards membership:
- Wednesday, Feb 15 at 6:00PM in ECCR 1B51 <update each>
- Thursday, Feb 16 at 6:00PM in ECCR 150 <update each>
Food will be served. In the meantime, feel free to visit the national Tau Beta Pi
website at http://www.tbp.org and our local (Colorado Beta chapter) website at
http://cutbp.org to learn more.
Questions? Please contact the chapter Vice President/Initiation Lead <name>
(XXX@colorado.edu) or the chapter President <name> (XXX@colorado.edu).
Hope to see you at one of our meetings,
Greg Newcomb
Faculty Advisor
Tau Beta Pi - CU Chapter
Greg.Newcomb@lasp.colorado.edu

Every once in a while, send out the email to the students for comments.
Remind the students that it is a good time to put up TBP posters around the classroom wing
of the Engineering center. Keep in mind that advertisers say that messages don’t really
penetrate unless a person sees it in three different mediums.
It is good to send a reminder email containing a shortened version of the email above. Send
this one on the eve of each orientation session.
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VI. Orientation Session
The orientation sessions are also known as the information sessions. The goal of the
orientation session is to introduce candidates to Tau Beta Pi. Included is what we do,
who we are, and what we offer to members. Since this is the first in person contact with
the organization, it is best to really impress the candidates. The candidate materials are
provided, and the president talks about the organization.

A. Scheduling
It is best to schedule two orientations sessions, usually on consecutive nights. With the
popularity of MW versus TR classes, it is best to hold one session on either Monday or
Wednesday evening, and the other session on either Tuesday or Wednesday. It should be
held in the evenings, around 6 or 7pm. Preparation should be done much more than a day
in advance.

B. Preparation
1) The president and the person in charge of initiation should both be present. In
addition, it is vastly preferable to have a few extra officers help out.
2) Find and review the power point presentation for the orientation session. Some of
the slides need to be updated every semester. Although the power point
presentation is not required, it is strongly recommended because it really
impresses candidates. Go through it and make sure the presentation is polished.
Notes are included for many of the slides, so check them out.
3) The handouts need to be created. All of the brochures (produced by HQ) go in
the white tri-fold to easily hand them out. In addition, put a TBP bookmark.
Make at least as many of these as you expect to have people.
4) Find enough TBP Info Books and TBP Constitution booklets for expected
candidates.
5) Find a copy of The Bent (TBP magazine), an initiation certificate, an initiation
key (pendant), and an unpolished bent. Find and bring anything else that makes a
good prop.
6) Print out one copy of the schedule for the next week (next few pages), and fill in
the date for each day that interviews are being held. Contact all the members who
are conducting interviews (officers, etc) to get the blocks of time each is available
to conduct interviews. Compile the data, and cross out all the times that no one
can make it.
7) Print out enough ‘questionaire’ sheets (next few pages) for each candidate to
complete during the session.
8) Copy and paste the ‘checklist’ sheets (next few pages) in a new document (or
create your own). Change the dates, places, lifetime membership fee, and title
including presidents name and contact information. Print enough copies for each
candidate to reference during initiation process. Add general meetings if you like.
9) Send a reminder email to candidates the night before each session.
10) Bring pizza (or other dinner) and soda for the candidates and officers to feast
upon. Bring disposable plates, napkins, and cups. Also bring pens or pencils.
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Name:
Year in college:

Major(s):

Email:

Favorite pastime:
Favorite Quote:
Pick one word that describes you really well:
Rearrange the letters from the word above
to make a new word that also describes you:

Name:
Year in college:

Major(s):

Email:

Favorite pastime:
Favorite Quote:
Pick one word that describes you really well:
Rearrange the letters from the word above
to make a new word that also describes you:

Name:
Year in college:

Major(s):

Email:

Favorite pastime:
Favorite Quote:
Pick one word that describes you really well:
Rearrange the letters from the word above
to make a new word that also describes you:
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TBP Initiation Check-Off List – Semester Year
President:
phone #:
http://tbp.colorado.edu
http://tbp.org
X

Information Session

PLACE

DATE

Interview

ECCR 215

DATE

Creativity Project

PLACE

DATE

Community Service Project

Various

By Initiation

Initiation Ceremony
-Lifetime Fee $
-Bent Polished

PLACE

DATE
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PLACE
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PLACE
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Community Service Project
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By Initiation

Initiation Ceremony
-Lifetime Fee $
-Bent Polished

PLACE

DATE

TBP Initiation Check-Off List – Semester Year
President:
phone #:
http://tbp.colorado.edu
http://tbp.org
X

Information Session

PLACE

DATE

Interview

ECCR 215

DATE

Creativity Project

PLACE

DATE

Community Service Project
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C. Orientation Session Presentation
While everyone is coming in, have an officer hand out the tri-fold with the brochures in
them, along with the TBP Info booklet and Constitution booklet. Also hand out the
questionnaires, to give them something to do. Put the main presenter’s name, email
address, and other TBP contact info on the chalk board.
Have the main presenter introduce themselves. Introduce other members and officers
that are in the room. Do something to encourage participation. Game? Have everyone
introduce themselves? Confirm with everyone that they received an email/letter from
TBP. If this is not the case, then that person is probably not eligible to join.
Go through the power point presentation. Hint: try to make it a polished presentation.
For engineers, organization impresses. Even more important: avoid making this like a
class lecture! Simply reading the slides is interminably boring for all involved. Don’t
read it, let them read it and you talk about it.
After the presentation, talk about your relationship with the organization. Show off The
Bent magazine, the unpolished bent, the initiation certificate and key. Ask if there are
any questions. It is good to stress that this is not a fraternity.
Let them know when interviews are, and pass around the schedule sheet to sign up for an
interview slot. Remind them that if they need to cancel, please let us know so the
interviewer doesn’t get stuck waiting.
Pick up questionnaires. Pick up the interview schedule sheet!

D. Setting Up Interviews
The night after the final info session, look over the interview schedule sheet. The times
that the candidates picked should correspond to one (or more) interviewers. Match
interviewers to candidates, trying to equalize the number of interviews for all the
interviewers so the work load is justly spread out.
Send an email to each interviewer letting them know the time, date, and name of the
candidate they will be interviewing. Depending on the experience of the interviewer, you
might want to send a few tips on interviewing.
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VII. Candidate Interviews
The Candidate Interviews are designed to make sure the candidate meets the “exemplary
character” requirement for a TBP member. The Eligibility Code of Tau Beta Pi (adopted
by the 1926 Convention) defines this as “integrity, breadth of interest both inside and
outside engineering, adaptability, and unselfish activity”. This is further expounded on in
the document at the end of this section.
This chapter traditionally judges a candidate’s character with an informal meeting
between the candidate and one (or more) TBP members (usually officers). We learn
more about the candidate, while the candidate has an opportunity to talk to us one on one.

A. Scheduling
These should be schedule for the four or five days immediately after the info session.
The schedule needs to be varied enough that most people can easily sign up for a session.
The candidates should sign up for this during the information session. The officers (or
other TBP members who are acting as interviewers) should have been contacted even
before the orientation session.
Since the interviews are confidential and occur in the TBP office, kindly let any other
student groups that use the area know that we will need exclusive use of the office on and
off for this period of time.
An email reminder should be sent out to the candidate the night before the interviewer. It
might be nice to have the interviewer send this out.

B. Setup
A stack of brochures handed out at the information session (tri-fold, brochures,
bookmark, etc) should be put on the desk in plain view, to be handed out to candidates
that did not receive one.
A stack of “Interview Reports” should be put on the desk in plain view, for every
interviewer to fill out after an interview. Also, a few copies of the “Questions” sheet
should be available. These are reproduced on the next page.
A stack of “Catalog Cards” and paper clips should be put on the desk in plain view,
enough for every candidate to fill out two.
Arrange some way for interviewers to get access to the office.
Write the instructions for the interviewer on the chalk board.
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TBP CO-B Candidate Interview Questions
Recommended Intro Questions
 What are your non-engineering related interests?
 What are you passionate about?
 Do you have any questions about TBP?
 What role do you see TBP playing in your life?
 What role do you see playing in the college, the university, and the community?
 So, how can you benefit the college, university, and the community through your
participation in TBP?
 Why did you decide to go into engineering?
Integrity (pick at least one)
 Describe one situation in which you made an ethical decision despite difficulty.
 Discuss your professional ethics and/or a situation where you were challenged ethically.
 Describe one situation in which you were bothered or upset by the integrity of the people
around you, and what (if anything) you did about it.
Breadth of Interest (pick at least one)
 What other non-scholastic activities do you participate in outside of engineering classes?
 If you had more free time each day, what would you do with it?
 What is an activity that you did in high school but not continued in college and why?
o Are there activities that you have started in college that you did not do in high
school?
o Are there activities that you did in high school that you have continued throughout
college?
 If you decided not to go into engineering, what would you be doing right now?
Adaptability (pick at least one)
 Do you prefer working alone or with a group and why?
 What aspects of you has college improved and worsened?
 Describe a situation where you need to learn a new skill, and how has this affected you?
 Describe a situation in which you were put in a challenging position (or given a challenging
task), how you dealt with this situation and how it has affected you.\
 Describe a situation where you have demonstrated leadership.
Unselfish Activity (pick at least one)
 Describe a situation where you chose to endure sacrifice in order to benefit someone else,
and why you did this.
 Do you enjoy volunteering and why/why not?
 Why do you think alumni of associations like TBP continue to give to and participate in the
organization? Do you see yourself in this role?
Recommended Exit Questions
 Why are you interested in joining TBP?
 Do you have any suggestions for activities or events that TBP can help with or organize?
 Do you have any suggestions for getting people to increase the number of engineering
students join TBP?
 Are you interested in a leadership/officer position in the future?
 Do you have any questions about the initiation process?
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C. Objectives of the Interview
The character of each candidate must be assessed in a consistent and thorough
manner so that the chapter can make an informed vote of election. This also serves as
a chance at personal contact with the candidate so we can learn about them and they
can learn and ask questions of us.

D. Format of the Interview
1. Give out brochure (white tri-fold) if the candidate did not receive one.
2. Fill out 2 catalog cards in ink. (Only full name, permanent address, local phone,
major, previous college education, and email are important). COB for chapter. Do
not fill out initiation date. Interviewer takes catalog cards.
3. Discussion-including use of some of the questions listed
4. Ask candidate if they have any questions.
5. Inform them what the next steps of initiation are. It might be necessary to direct
them to the website, which hopefully you both can access in the office.
6. Thanks them for their time.
7. After candidate leaves, immediately complete the Interview Report form. Use a
paper clip to attach the cards to the Interview Report and leave on desk.

E. What Every Interviewer Should Know
1. The interviews should be confidential. Only the interviewer(s) and candidate
should be present.
2. For safety, the door to the office should remain ajar (or even wide open) if the
group consists of both genders.
3. “Conducting interviews sometimes give Tau Beta Pi a snobbish reputation. The
interviews should be somewhat informal, and extreme care must be taken to avoid
placing the candidates in the role of supplicant.” -President’s Book, Part B
4. The interviewer should always be prompt, respectful, and professional.
5. The interviewer is acting as a delegate on behalf of Tau Beta Pi.
6. Always collect both catalog cards, and always fill out the Interview report (even if
more than one person interviewed the candidate).
7. If a candidate does not show up, wait the entire time anyway. Contact the
president and/or initiation coordinator right away. The responsible party should
contact the candidate to reschedule (once). After that, don’t bother.

F. Interviewer’s Packet
The following Interviewer’s Packet was created for our chapter by a former chapter
president (unknown date and author). It is a great discussion of the interview process,
and is well worth a read for all first-time interviewers.
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VIII. Vote to Elect Candidates/Report of Election
Every candidate must be elected to membership by a vote of the majority of the active
members, as per TBP Constitution and Bylaws, Article 8, Section 1(c):
“The election of all members shall be by a secret ballot and by a majority of the active Chapter
membership eligible to vote thereon. See Bylaw V, Sec. 5.07; and B. VI, Sec. 6.03”
(from the Constitution approved 2005)

Afterwards, the Report of Election must be submitted to the National Headquarters as an
official report detailing the result of the candidate elections. After the candidates are
elected, they can be referred to as initiates (but never pledges).

A. Scheduling
The election must occur after all the interviews have been completed. The election may
occur at a General Meeting (as long as all candidates leave the room), as long as the
“majority of the active Chapter membership” attends. Recently, this election has
occurred over email instead. Email ballots work well because more people respond.
The Report of Election is usually submitted by the Corresponding Secretary, and must be
submitted before the deadline listed by HQ (see www.tbp.org). Extensions can be given
by nationals if contacted more than a week in advance. The report cannot be filled out
until after the election. This report must be received along with the catalog cards by HQ
at least 1 week (preferably 2) BEFORE the initiation ceremony so that they may review
and approve it. If this does not happen, the initiation may not be allowed to occur! If
anyone suspects this might happen, contact the chapter president and chapter advisors
immediately.

B. Setup
The responsible party should look over all the Interview Reports filled out by
interviewers at the candidate interviews. At the bottom of the form is a recommendation
to elect or not. Generally, everyone is elected. In the rare case where there is significant
concern, a meeting to discuss the case should occur between the chapter president,
responsible party, and the interviewer(s). The catalog cards should also be available.

C. Vote to Elect to Membership
If the election is held in a general meeting, then the list of candidates should be read out
loud or posted, along with the recommendation from the candidate interviews. If there
are any concerns, then they can be addressed at this time. The secret ballot can be taken
at this time as prescribed by TBP Bylaw 6.03(a). Note that votes in person should be
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approved by ¾ of those present and voting affirmative or negative, as prescribed by TBP
Bylaw 6.03(b).
If the election is held over email, then the president or responsible party should send an
email containing the names and recommendations for each candidate. Instruct the
recipients of the email to reply by email with their vote of Yes/No by some deadline. The
email should be sent to the entire chapter email list, but never to the candidates. The
candidates should not be added to the chapter email list until after the initiation
ceremony.
Here is an example email:
From: Chapter President
To: Chapter Email list
Reply-to: Corresponding Secretary
Subject: Your vote is required by Friday 10/06
Hi Tau Bates!
Please take a 30 seconds to vote yes/no on the following group of candidates for membership. All the
candidates have been recommended for membership by an interview.
Very important instructions: Please copy and paste one of the following messages in the SUBJECT of
your response email (addition comments can be added to the body):
Yes, I vote to elect all members (no additional comments)
No, I do not vote to elect all members (contains additional comments)
List of Candidates:
Sarah Connor
Oswald Cobblepot
Dorothy Gail
Brad Majors
Kahn Noonien Singh
Helena Cain
Thanks,
Chapter President

D. Report of Election
After the votes are compiled, it must be determined if each candidate received the
necessary majority of votes. If a candidate did not receive the necessary votes, the TBP
Bylaws (Section 6.03) should be reviewed and followed.
After that, the Report of Election can be filled out online (www.tbp.org). The report is
fairly easy and fast to complete. For every name entered during the Report of Eligibility,
the Report of Election finds out what happened. Even though most people don’t make
any contact, this report needs us to fill in a response anyway (which makes it time
consuming but easy).
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The following figure shows the online Report of Election. The first five lines show the
most common groups and how to fill out the form.
1) Not elected, no contact – Select ‘A2’ from the pull down menu.
2) Candidate was elected but also refused election – Select ‘Elected’ and ‘Refused
Election’. Find out why they refused because the next report (Report of Final
Action) will ask.
3) Chapter rejected candidate during election – Select reason from pull down menu.
4) Elected – Select ‘Elected’ and ‘Accepted election’
5) Current Member – Leave blank

Submit the report. If there is an error, the report will have to be changed until it is
accepted.

E. Catalog Cards
The online system will have you fill out the e-cards, which is essentially manually
entering in the catalog cards. After that task is done, the catalog cards must be sent to
HQ.
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IX. Community Service Projects
A series of community service projects are provided by TBP to help candidates complete
this requirement. By working together as a group, the candidates feel more established
with in the society while at the same time helping the community. If a community
service coordinator exists, then this is their big project for the year. Otherwise, the
responsibilities should be delegated to someone at the beginning of the semester. This is
important because these projects take weeks to find and set up.

A. Scheduling Projects
Multiple projects need to be set up for candidates. These should be spread out from the
week end after the information sessions all the way to the initiation ceremony. Generally
weekends and weekday evenings work best. If a project is off campus, then weekends
work best. Projects should be advertised well in advance, with reminder emails, to both
the candidates and TBP members.

B. Finding Projects
There are two kinds of projects based on who is the primary organizer: the chapter and
everyone else. A mix of both is always recommended. Three projects are too few in
number, and the upper limit is governed by the amount of projected man-hours. The idea
is to do a large enough number of projects where we have good representation at each.
Project organized by another group has the wonderful appeal of being easy. The only
difficulty is finding them. The following resources have been used by Tau Beta Pi in the
recent past:
Volunteer Clearing House (VCH): This CU student group sends a weekly email
containing information about upcoming volunteer opportunities. This is a very useful
resource, which can be found at their UMC office or email address:
VCH@colorado.edu
Volunteer Fair: This fair occurs around the 5th or 6th week of class both semesters in
the UMC ballroom. If you can find it advertised beforehand, I recommend going!
Carry-Out Caravan: Organized by RSVP (www.rsvpboulder.org). Lots of good
times doing this one.
Community Foodshare: Sort food, very friendly people. Great experience. Learn
more at http://www.communityfoodshare.org. The volunteer coordinator Sue
Erickson is a joy to work with. Be sure to send out directions to get their, though.
UCEC: The engineering student government holds meetings which occasionally
include volunteer opportunities around the Engineering Center. We’ve participated in
Admitted Students for a Day program, and others.
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Projects organized by our chapter are a lot of work but also the most rewarding for the
organizer, for the participants, and for the chapter. We always run the Trick-Or-Can on
Halloween night, but can do others as well. The scope is only limited by ideas (and
budget and projected man-hours, of course).
Trick-or-Can: A section below is dedicated to this.
Engineering Center Cleanup: As long as we inform CU Facilities Management and
the Engineering Dean’s office, we can walk around the outside of the Engineering
Center and cleanup litter. Since this is so easy, set a minimum requirement of 2 or 3
hours for candidates. This can be done during the day or after school, this works for
lots of schedules.
Tutoring: TBP used to do tutoring of some classes. Unclear if this can be worked
into the initiation schedule time frame. In addition, Engineering Ambassadors do this
as well.
Elementary School Mentor/Tutoring: This was a fun, though time intensive, project
at Whittier Elementary. Pretty difficult to pull off. Go through the Boulder County
Schools volunteer person.

C. Community Service Requirement
Candidates must participate at one community service project and write a short essay
about the project. The essay should include the time and date of the project, as well as a
brief description. The essay should be printed out and brought to the initiation ceremony
where the chapter will collect them.
Although almost all candidates choose to attend TBP organized events, the candidates are
allowed to find and participate in projects on their own. Some candidates will already be
participating in community service projects. These can be used for this requirement if the
event occurred during the current semester.

D. Trick-or-Can
Trick-or-Can is an annual event where our chapter goes trick-or-treating for canned
goods on Halloween evening. Participants are encouraged to dress up. Many houses we
visit also give out candy to us! The canned goods are donated to the Community
Foodshare.
This is a long running project: 2006 will be the 10th annual event. This is one of the most
famous events our chapter does, and it is important to do it well. Originally, this project
was a joint venture between TBP and Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) the electrical engineering
honor society.
Contact VCH (listed in section B above) because they perform a very similar operation.
We need to coordinate with them so we don’t visit the same houses. This means we have
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to set up boundaries around Boulder where we visit and they do not. Talk to them
sometime in September, so we can negotiate for one of the better neighborhoods. We’ve
had a presence in South Boulder that works well for us, particularly around Kohler Drive.
It is a good idea to contact the people we are donating the food to as early as possible.
Whether it is the Community Foodshare, KBPI The Hand That Gives, or another
organization, it is desirable to be officially authorized to collect for them. If we can get
nametags or bags with their logo on it, so much the better.
Get as many people to go as possible. Contact all the student groups in Engineering,
which usually send representatives. In 2004, we had at least 80 people, and more than a
ton of food donated!
A few days before Halloween, it is good to put a few posters around the neighborhood we
are visiting so people are expecting us. Buy many bags to hold the collected can goods—
get heavy duty bags that will not break! Lastly, give handouts (similar to the one on the
next page) to all the groups along with bags. It must contain a map of the area we are
visiting. In addition, give a handout to each group with a different row of streets
highlighted, so it is clear to everyone where they should and should not go. In this way,
we are sure not to visit the same house twice. It is also important to give each group
contact info in case something goes wrong.
On Halloween, everyone meets up in the Engineering Center Lobby, around 5. Give
them quick instruction on what to do and say. Everyone breaks up into groups of 2-4
people to trick-or-can with. Then they drive to their assigned places on their own. Trickor-canning runs about 2-3 hours (not too much after dark). Then everyone brings the
food to a prearranged place that you decide (possibly VCH office).

E. Trick-or-Can Hints











It is important to break up into smaller groups (maximum of 3), otherwise it looks
menacing.
Good greeting: “Trick-or-Can! We’re collecting canned goods for the needy. Do
you have any canned goods or nonperishable items that you would like to
donate?” Most people are surprised and you’ll have to explain it again.
Don’t go out too late, don’t stay out too much after dark.
It is good if everyone knows it is best to take their cars well in advance.
It is good to split up TBP officers to go with the candidates.
Name tags make us look more legitimate.
It is important to have fun! It is also important that someone organizes this well.
If we are expecting 80+ people, then it is a BIG event. If this is the case, and all
the planning is going well, we might want to inform the press and invite them!
Flyer can be posted and/or handed out at grocery stores around the affected
neighborhoods to let people know in advance.
Buy very strong, very durable large plastic bags if paper bags are not available.
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X. Creativity Projects Meeting
The Creativity Projects meeting is a meeting where initiates spend 5-10 minutes
introducing themselves and showing off a non-engineering related hobby that they are
interested in.

A. Scheduling
One or two creativity project meetings need to be scheduled after the orientation sessions
but before the initiation ceremony. It is great if this is scheduled immediately after a
general meeting because the candidates get to sit through the meetings and get a taste of
what we do. Also, officers and members really like to watch the creativity projects. It is
also a good time to advertise upcoming community service project to both members and
candidates.
If possible, it is better to schedule this closer to the interviews so that the candidates have
a chance to mingle with each other and with current members. It is preferable to have a
single and thus a larger meeting, but is not always possible. These meetings need to be
scheduled during a weekday evening in one of the larger Engineering Center classrooms
because of the large open space in front. The room must have a projector with a
computer hook-up (a smart room) to accommodate people who will be showing photos.
In addition to the one or two evening meetings, one additional make-up creativity project
meeting needs to be scheduled immediately (an hour or so) before the initiation
ceremony. This meeting is for all initiates who have not yet completed the requirement.

B. Preparation
Food and drink should be provided. Enough flat casted bents should be brought to hand
one to each candidate. Sometimes a candidate brings a large or bulky item. If this is the
case, is might be useful to arrange storage in the TBP office.
Due to the prevalence of night classes, some candidates will need to leave early. Some
sort of system should be devised to ensure they can leave on time. Note that it is bad to
advertise this in any way, otherwise everyone comes up with an excuse to leave early.
This is the best photo opportunity the candidates have, so a camera should be brought.

C. Creativity Projects
The leader of the meeting has the ultimate authority on the order of presentations.
Usually volunteers are asked to go.
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Remember to give a flat casted bent to each candidate at the end of their presentation! As
each candidate presents one by one, it is important to get a photograph of each person.
These go very well on the website.
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XI. Initiation Ceremony
This is the glorious day where initiates become full-fledged members.

A. Scheduling
The initiation ceremony should be scheduled for a Sunday night not too close to finals.
The room should be ECCR 265 because it has the largest space in the front of the room.
The chapter advisor and district director should be invited many weeks before the
ceremony occurs to give them a chance to attend.
The initiation must be approved by HQ before the ceremony occurs!
A minimum of 7 officers or members are needed, and should show up at least an hour
and a half ahead of the ceremony, around 3:30pm. The candidates should show up in the
Engineering Center lobby around 5pm. If a make-up creativity project meeting is
scheduled immediately before, then those candidates should appear at the scheduled room
at 4pm along with an officer.
All should be made aware that this function is business dress (meaning tie and jacket for
the men) for initiates and officers alike. It would, however, be a good idea to let the
initiates know a lengthy walk is required of them, and comfortable shoes are encouraged.
The ceremony is a closely guarded secret, and its contents should not be disclosed to any
nonmembers. It is great to have current members attend the ceremony as well, even if
they do not participate. It gives the new initiates a sense of community. Traditionally,
few attend. Usually, there are even spots available at the banquet for everybody, but this
cannot be guaranteed until the ceremony begins because initiates have priority.
In the past, parents and guests of the initiates have been invited to the banquet. Unless
they are members, they cannot sit in on the ceremony. HQ made DVD presentation that
non-member guests may watch during the ceremony.

B. Advanced Preparation
Most of the materials required for the ceremony are stored in the TBP office in a large
cardboard box. These materials should be checked days beforehand to ensure
replacements are not needed. These materials include the roll book, a nice pen for the
roll book, lots of white ribbon, scissors to cut ribbon, the bent light box, brown
tablecloths, binders for the 5 speakers plus gamma, secret motto cards, creed cards to
give out, 5 working lights and switch box, and many flashlights.
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In addition, an alphabetical list of the initiates must be generated. This list will be used to
do the final check-offs for community service write-ups and membership fees. Then it
will go in Alpha’s speech when naming all of the eligible initiates.
In the unlikely event that the initiation certificates and keys are available, they should be
signed by the necessary officers and handed out at the end of the ceremony.
The catalog cards should be brought because they contain the candidate’s phone
numbers. Also, flat casted bents should be on hand if the make-up creativity project
meeting is scheduled.
Since it is so long, Alpha (chapter president) should read through the entire speech
beforehand and practice the pronunciations of the secret motto.
During Beta’s speech, figures are quoted about the current number of members and
chapters of Tau Beta Pi. These need to be updated every semester. Erase or cross out
whatever appears there in Beta’s binder and replace it with the current figures listed on
the national TBP website: www.tbp.org/pages/whoweare/GeneralFacts.cfm

C. Ceremony Setup
The speakers are requested to show up an hour and a half before the ceremony to setup
the room. If a make-up creativity project meeting is also scheduled, one of these people
must run that and should bring flat casted bents to give out.
Also, Gamma must take the candidates on a tour of the building, and should do a
complete walk through at this time (directions are given below). Modifications to the
walk may be required due to inclement weather or locked doors (unless a key is
available).
The room needs to be put together as shown on the following page.
Find three tables from ECCR 265, 245, and 200 as necessary to make this arrangement.
The bent light box, lights, switches, roll book and pen must all be set up as shown, and
the lights all checked. In addition, the chalk board must be wiped clean and the room
generally picked up. All obstructions (including chairs, tables, desks, junk) need to be
moved to the back of the room where they will not get tripped on in the dark. The
hallway outside the room should be picked up as well. Someone needs to cut enough
white ribbons so that each candidate can have one with a length about half a meter.
With the room setup, the speakers should do a partial run through of the ceremony. Each
speaker should read the first and last lines of their section. People who have not been
speakers before should read the entire speech. Everybody needs to practice their volume,
enunciation, and pronunciation. The lights and light boxes should be used during this
rehearsal as well. The part in Alpha’s speech where the room lights come on must also
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be practiced, and the secret motto read and pronounced correctly. Lastly, near the end of
Alpha’s speech, the reader should read aloud the name of every initiate. If the
pronunciation of a name is unclear, Alpha must ask the initiate.

D. Showtime
Three or four people, including the chapter president (Alpha), treasurer, and Gamma
should meet the candidates in the lobby at the appointed time. The list of names, ribbons,
and catalog cards should be brought down. Gamma should bring the list of directions for
the walk. Use the catalog cards to call whoever was expected but is not present. If the
tardy ones can make it in a few minutes, it is okay to make everyone wait.
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Have the candidates line up alphabetically by last name and use the ribbon to wear their
flat casted bent around their necks. The president and treasurer walk down the line and
check off names as community service write-ups and membership fees (checks are made
out to Tau Beta Pi) are collected. If the proper pronunciation of a name is in doubt, it is
to be resolved now. If an initiate is not present, their name must be scratched off the list
so Alpha will not read it during the ceremony. Alpha takes this list and puts it in the
correct part of the speech.
Before Gamma leads the initiates on the walk, the other members take coats and
backpacks up to ECCR 265 for storage in the back row out of the way.
Before the walk, Gamma tells the candidates that they will be conducted on a tour of the
Engineering Center and that it is a time to reflect on the institution. They are to walk
silently and in single file.
The directions for Gamma are on the next page. When Gamma and the initiates arrive at
the door to ECCR 265, the ceremony begins.

E. Immediately After the Ceremony
If possible, take a picture of the initiates and the ceremony participants.
Pack everything away neatly in the cardboard box. Clean up the room and return all the
furniture to its original location. If any equipment malfunctioned or is missing, replace it
immediately.
Keep the roll book out because photocopies need to be made of the new signatures and
sent to HQ.
Update the end of Beta’s speech with the new number of initiates for this chapter by
adding the number of people just inducted.

F. Make-Up Initiations
If a make-up initiation occurs, it must be approved by HQ before it happens. It is not
necessary to do the tour of the building, or dress up, or turn off the lights. The
ceremonial parts can be doubled up so that only three readers are necessary.
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Directions for Gamma:
Begin at the Engineering Center lobby
Head past the elevators, towards the Aerospace wing
Turn left into the Mechanical hallway.
Go up stairs at end of hallway
At top of stairs, go left
Go left down hallway
Go right down hallway
Go left down hallway (non carpeted)
At end of hallway, go to stairs behind door and go down 1 level to 1st floor
Exit stairway and jog left into Aerospace hall
At end of hall turn right
At end of hall turn right (towards Onizuka Conf. room)
At end of short hallway, u-turn to go down stairs
Go down stairs branching to the left
Go forward (with jog to left) and take first hallway to left
At end of hallway, quick left and then right to stairway behind door
Go up one level to 1st floor
At exit to stairs U-turn to go down long hallway towards lobby
Go left into Electrical hallway
Turn right down first available hallway
Go left at end of hallway
Go left at end of hallway again
Take first hallway to the right and forward to staircase behind door
Go up 1 level to 2nd floor
At exit to stairs, go right down long hallway
At end of hallway go left
At end of hallway, go left into stairs behind door and go down 1 level to 1st floor lobby
Take first hallway to left towards BOLD office
Take first left into Civil hallway
Just before ITLL, take stairs to the left behind door and go down 1 level to 1st basement
At exit to stairs, go right down hallway
Before end of hallway, turn left and go up stairs to the 1st floor
At top of stairs, turn left
At end of hallway, turn left
At end of hallway, turn left (stores & labs)
At end of hallway, go down stairs to right the right. Exits at first basement.
At exit from stairs, turn left.
At end of hall, go left into Computer Science hallway
At end of hallway, go up stairs to 1st floor
At exit of stiars, go all the way down CS and ECCR hallway
At end of hallway, make u-turn, go up stairs to 2nd floor
Walk forward to ECCR265. Line up initiates and begin speech.
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XII. Initiation Banquet
A. Preparation
Typically, the treasurer organizes much of the banquet. At the very least, the treasurer
should be consulted because this is the largest expenditure of the chapter.
The banquet should be entirely set up 6 weeks before the event.

B. Location
The banquet is scheduled immediately after the initiation ceremony. Recent years have
seen the banquet hosted at CU and catered by UMC Catering, with ok results. There are
strong financial reasons to have a CU entity cater this event. When catered by UMC
Catering, we usually get a room at the UMC (usually Aspen), but have also had it brought
to Eaton Conference room in the Engineering Center.
UMC Catering is located in the same office as Scheduling Services: in the UMC near
Domino’s Pizza. The phone number is (303) 492-2383. We have been greatly helped by
Kathleen Lozier in the past.

C. Food Selection and Price
In the past, the chapter has been able to afford between $13-$15 per person. If UMC
Catering is used, SOFO money can be used (which is a great benefit).
UMC Catering Selection:
The following dishes have been a hit in the past:
Mixed garden salad w/ dressing
Antipasto tray
Parmesan Chicken
Penne pasta and fuscilli pasta
Orzo
An optional vegetarian dish should be selected for substitution of the main entree.
Please note that we have never found a good desert with UMC Catering. It might be best
to skip ordering desert and instead bring a cake from CostCo.
For the UMC, the delivery time should be set to 45 minutes after the ceremony begins (so
around 5:45pm).
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Only a rough estimate of the number of attendees is ever available, but keep the caterer
apprised of significant deviations.

D. Setup
Two or three awards need to be bought to give to the winners of the bent polishing
contest. These can be $10 or $15 gift certificates. Bring pens and index cards to assist
the contest.
Speeches are usually given after dinner. The president is the main speaker, but others can
and should be brought in. The topics usually cover what TBP is really about, and
upcoming opportunities to get the initiates excited. If officer elections are coming up,
these should be discussed at length.
Lots of food is usually left at the end of the banquet. Bring containers for leftovers if
desired.
It would be great to have a committee organize the banquet speakers and entertainments.
It could turn into a big social event for all members of the chapter, which would be great.

E. Banquet
Eat, drink, and be merry for tomorrow we have exams!
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XIII. Report of Final Action
The Report of Final Action is the final step in the initiation sequence. It is the third
online report to be submitted.

A. Scheduling
The Report of Final Action must be submitted a few days after the initiation ceremony
(or a few days after the make-up initiation if applicable). This is an online report, and is
usually taken care of by the corresponding secretary.

B. Completing the Report of Final Action
This report is short and only deals with the students who were elected to membership.
The five possible outcomes are listed below and shown in the figure:
1) Initiated: check ‘Accepted Election’ and ‘initiated’
2) Postponed: if the initiate was elected and has made plans to complete the
initiation next semester, select ‘Accepted Election’ and give the approximate date
of next semester’s initiation ceremony
3) Elected but did not complete initiation: check ‘Accepted Election’ only
4) Refused election: select the reason from the pull down menu (explanation online)
5) Never Elected: no need to do anything
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C. Completing Initiation
After the Report of Final Action is submitted online, a confirmation email will be sent
out. If this email says that an error occurred, the error needs to be fixed and the report
resubmitted until no errors occur.
A photocopy of the new signatures in the roll book need to be sent to Nationals, along
with a check for the membership fees. The membership fees are equal to
Check amount = # new members X amount of National fees
Make sure someone who is authorized to sign the check does so.
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